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Evolutionary System Supporting Music
Composition

Rafał Drėzewski, Przemysław Tomecki

Abstract Evolutionary algorithms are heuristic techniques for finding approximate
solutions of hard optimization and adaptation problems. Due to their ability to create
innovative solutions, evolutionary algorithms are very well suited for applications
in the domain of art. In this paper the system supporting human composer in the
process of music composition with the use of evolutionary algorithm is presented.
The architecture of the system as well as implemented algorithms and results of
selected experiments will be presented.

1.1 Introduction

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are heuristic techniques for finding approximate so-
lutions of hard optimization and adaptation problems [2]. The evolutionary algo-
rithms can be applied to many different problems, like multi-modal optimization,
multi-objective optimization, combinatorial optimization, etc.

Because of their ability to explore huge solution spaces andto generate/propose
new and original (previously not even known to experts in thefield) solutions to the
given problems they can be applied in domains which require innovative approaches
and creativeness, for example designing of engineering components, architecture,
etc. Such capabilities were supposed to belong only to the human beings but the
evolutionary algorithms demonstrate that computer program can also be creative
and propose new, so far unexplored or unknown, solutions andeven create art. One
of the domains of art in which the evolutionary algorithms can support (or compete
with) humans is the process of music composition. This paperpresents one of the
possible approaches to support the human composer.
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Almost every musician is to some extent skeptical about the concept of using
machines (computers) in the process of music composition—of course what we
mean here is not using electronic musical instruments or some software supporting
the process of music composition by the human composer, but composing musical
pieces by computer itself. Probably something like complete replacement of the
human composer with some music software or hardware in the process of music
composition is impossible. However, humans can easily interact with the system
(especially when we use evolutionary algorithms) and guidethe process of music
composition.

There have already appeared several approaches to supporting music composi-
tion with the use of evolutionary algorithms. J. A. Biles is the author of GenJam—
system for generating jazz solos on the basis of input data from MIDI inter-
face [3, 4]. GenJam was generating sample bars or phrases, which then were pre-
sented to the so called “mentor” who was assigning them fitness values.

B. Budzýnski in his work [5] presented different approach to music composition
with the use of evolutionary algorithms. There was no input data—initial population
was generated at random. There was also human factor presentduring evolution, but
composer decided only whether to continue or to stop the evolution process—music
pieces were evaluated automatically, since there existed the fitness function.

Tree-based representation for musical pieces and the appropriate mutation oper-
ator was proposed in [1].

Authors of [6] proposed Harmony Search Algorithm. Musical composition was
generated on the basis of vectors of notes improvised byn musical instruments.
These vectors were classified on the basis of intervals between theme and variations.

R. De Prisco and R. Zaccagnino presented the idea of bass harmonization with
the use of genetic algorithm [9]. Their system took bass lineas the input and on its
basis generated three additional voices.

In this paper we will present evolutionary system supporting music composition—
EvoMusComp. We will use different approach than those presented above.Firstly,
in the presented system user can generate the whole new pieceof music, or variation
on chosen theme, with the use of evolutionary algorithm. User can interact with the
system by setting values of parameters and stopping the process of evolution. The
music pieces are evaluated with the use of fitness function, which is constructed
from several components by the user at the beginning of evolution. In the following
sections we will describe the architecture of the system, evolutionary algorithm used
to generate the music and selected results of preliminary experiments.

1.2 Evolutionary System Supporting Music Composition

In this section we will describe the architecture of the evolutionary system support-
ing music composition (EvoMusComp) as well as the genetic algorithm used for
music generation.



1.2.1 Architecture of the System

The implemented evolutionary system supporting music composition is based on
the Java technology. The eclipse RCP platform was used to create user interface
(see Fig. 1.1a).
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Fig. 1.1: GUI (a) and basic components (b) of the EvoMusComp

Basic components of the system are presented in the Fig. 1.1b. System compo-
nent is responsible for merging information and controlling the information flow
between other components.User Interface component is responsible for interaction
with the user.Composer component is responsible for composition process and the
evolutionary algorithm is a part of this component.

1.2.2 Genetic algorithm

The general structure of the evolutionary algorithm used inthe system is based on
the well known J. Holland’s and D. Goldberg’s genetic algorithm [7].

In the classical genetic algorithm the binary representation is used in order to
represent the encoded solution. In the genetic algorithm used in the presented system
such representation is adapted to the music notes description.

The attributes of theGenotype class, that represents the genotype of individuals
include:

• name—String type—represents the name of the note in the specific octave;
• octave—integer type—represents the octave that the note is in. In the algorithm

it takes values from the range 3 to 7, depending on the key signature;
• noteKind—double type—represents the duration of the note. Acceptable values

are: 1.0 (whole note), 0.5 (half note), etc.



In many research papers in the area of music composition, thestructure of the chro-
mosome is based on the single voice line. In the implemented system, the chromo-
some is built fromn-elements voice array. This construction allows to composenot
only one voice melodies, but also the whole phrase, or even whole piece of poly-
phonic music.

There are two implemented genetic operators: crossover andmutation. Below we
will describe them in more details because they are quite different from the standard
operators used in genetic algorithms.

The recombination operator was implemented as one-point crossover. When we
try to exchange genes from the one chromosome with the genes from the other
chromosome there may appear some problems. We can face the situation when the
new chromosomes, created after the crossover, can be invalid.
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Fig. 1.2: First (a) and second (b) chromosome before crossover

Such situation is illustrated in the Fig. 1.2. The example shows that there is no
note in the second chromosome in the place where the random point is placed before
performing crossover. The sum of the notes’ duration in the new chromosome would
be longer or shorter than allowed.
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Fig. 1.3: First (a) and second (b) chromosome after crossover



Such error has to be fixed by changing the border note’s values—it is shown in
the Fig. 1.3.

There are three variants of mutation, which can be chosen by the user:

• basic—value of a note is changed half tone up or down;
• extend—two neighboring notes are joined;
• split—one note is split into two notes.

The probability of applying the mutation operator is also set by the user. Thebasic
mutation of sample chromosome is shown in the Fig. 1.4.
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Fig. 1.4: Chromosome before (a) and after (b) mutation

There are three selection methods implemented in the system:

• roulette selection;
• tournament selection;
• ranking selection.

As the result of applying of each of the above mechanisms the next generation con-
sists of the same number of chromosomes (the number of the individuals in the
population is constant).

There are three basic components of the fitness function, in which user can:

• define preferred kind of note and distance between neighboring notes;
• define harmony functions;
• define the chromosome that will serve as a reference point forthe adaptation

function.

With the use of the first and the second component we can compose a completely
new piece of music, but with the use of the third one, the user is able to compose a
music variation on a given theme.
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Fig. 1.5: Process of music composing with the use of EvoMusComp

1.2.3 The Process of Music Composition

The process of music composing with the use of implemented system is illustrated
in the Fig. 1.5. First, we define parameters connected with the music notation: mea-
sure count and key signature. Then parameters of the evolutionary algorithm are
set. Evolutionary algorithm can be interrupted by the user and parameters can be
modified interactively.

1.3 Experimental Results

In this section we will present the results of experiments carried out with the use of
system presented in the previous section. The experiments were conducted in order
to verify whether the system generates sensible results (music pieces) and which
operators (and to what extent) give more satisfying results.

The results of this experiments are very promising. With theuse of implemented
system user can create an original piece of music. With the given melody or music
fragment (theme) one can also compose the variation.

We can also mix settings of the system. At the beginning we canstart composing
using some basic parameters describing specific kind of noteand preferred distance
between notes. Then we can take satisfying results as a basischromosome, which
will be used in the next part of the music composition processas a reference point.
If we want to extend our composition with an extra voice that wasn’t specified at
the beginning and restart the process of evolution, we can doit easily. So the im-
plemented system is quite flexible and can serve as a composerof completely new
pieces of music or variations on the given theme. Also the user can interact with the
system during the process of music composition.



During experiments different aspects were taken into consideration. One of them
was the question whether the algorithm is able to generate reasonable results when
it runs completely without the user intervention (changingvalues of parameters) for
a given number of steps. Such experiments were conducted with all three selection
mechanisms implemented. The results are presented in the Fig. 1.6. The whole ex-
periment was carried out with the parameters’ values shown in the Table 1.1 (column
selection mechanism).

Table 1.1: Parameters’ values used in three types of experiments

Selection Time of Mutation
mechanism computations probability

Number of iterations (steps) 24 24 11
Number of measures 8 8 8
Genetic operators crossover, mutationcrossover crossover, mutation
Number of voices 1 1 1
Fitness function components 1 1 1

Fig. 1.6: Fitness of the best individual in consecutive steps of the algorithm for three
types of selection mechanisms used and without user interaction (average values
from 30 experiments)

The results show that when there is no user interaction the greater number of
steps for which the evolutionary algorithm is run do not necessary increase the value
of the fitness function when tournament selection is used. Inthe case of the other
two selection mechanisms there is a little progress only during the first 10 steps.
These results show that interaction with the user is necessary—the best way of music
composing with the use of evolutionary algorithm is to run itfor a few steps, then



stop the algorithm, modify the values of some parameters andresume the run of
algorithm.

The number of individuals present in the population has usually two contradic-
tory effects. Better results are obtained when the population is larger, but it of course
slows down computations. The influence of the number of individuals in the popu-
lation on the time of computations is presented in the Fig. 1.7. Values of parameters
used during these experiments are presented in the Table 1.1(columntime of com-
putations).

Fig. 1.7: Time of computations (in seconds) of 24 iterationsversus number of indi-
viduals in the population. Average values from 30 experiments

The influence of mutation probability on the quality of obtained results is shown
in the Fig. 1.8. Values of parameters used during these experiments are presented in
the Table 1.1 (columnmutation probability). It can be observed that mutation is very
important operator in the presented system. Without mutation there is stagnation in
the population. Aggressive mutation (p = 0.2) causes that better solutions appear in
the population.

The sample of the “real” results obtained with the use of presented system can
be seen in the Fig. 1.9. Presented piece of music is the generated variation on the
“Requiem for dream” theme with an extra voice that was also composed with the use
of genetic algorithm during the first stage of composing process in the two voices
context.

1.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the system that can support the user (composer)
during the process of music composition. The system can compose completely new
pieces of music or generate variations on the given theme.

User can interact with the evolutionary algorithm during initial phase, by setting
the values of parameters and by constructing fitness function from the given set of



Fig. 1.8: Value of best individual’s fitness for different probabilities of mutation
versus number of iterations. Average values from 30 experiments

components. User can also interrupt the process of evolution at the selected moment,
change the values of some parameters and continue the evolution. As presented
experiments show the obtained results are much better when user interacts with the
system during its run.

Preliminary experiments are quite promising—the system isable to generate
completely new pieces of music or variations on the given theme, as it was presented
in the previous sections. Future work will be focused on adding an expert system
component which will play the role of human expert during music composition.
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